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Black Swan’s Creative Learning Program is committed to providing new perspectives on texts
which encourage further conversation, critical analysis, and a deeper understanding of Black Swan
productions. The activities contained in this resource are aligned with the ATAR Drama, English
and Literature curriculum.  

Workshops exploring text and character are available to schools by request. For more information
email schools@bsstc.com.au

HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE

Representational, realist drama. 

Narrative approaches, context forms, styles, and

conventions.

Unit 1

ATAR Curriculum links include:

Language, structure, style, and form.

Approaches to characterisation and dramatisation.

Unit 1

Relationships between purpose, context, and

audience.

Ideas, attitudes, and voices in texts. 

Unit 1

Unit 2

Drama conventions.

Spaces of performance.

Design and technologies.

Unit 3

Language, genre, and stylistic choices. 

Themes, issues, and concepts.

Unit 3

DRAMA

ENGLISH

Perspectives, attitudes, and values. 

Representation of viewpoints and values.

Unit 4

LITERATURE

Interrelationships between texts, audiences, and

contexts.

Unit 2

AGE SUITABILITY: 15+

WARNING

Coarse language, racism, racist language,

violence, adult themes, intergenerational

trauma, haze, use of herbal cigarettes and

strobe.

TRIGGER WARNINGS

Cultural perspectives.

importance of kinship in maintaining links to Country.

Place and belonging. Cultural interaction and resilience.

Intercultural understanding.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3 

Unit 4 

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCE

mailto:schools@bsstc.com.au
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With acclaimed productions in Brisbane and Sydney, and an explosive four minutes of television on
Q&A, this semi-autobiographical play, written by and starring proud Wongutha Yamatji man, Meyne
Wyatt (The Sapphires, Redfern Now, Mystery Road) is an unflinchingly piece of truth-telling, which
calls out injustice, inequality, and racism.

City of Gold was shortlisted for the 2020 Victorian Premier's Prize for Drama, the NSW Premier's
Literary Award. At the Sydney Theatre Awards, Meyne Wyatt won Best Male Actor in a Leading
Role and Shari Sebbens won Best Female Actor in a Supporting Role.

Shari Sebbens and Meyne Wyatt join forces again, with Shari at the helm as director in this Black
Swan State Theatre Company and Sydney Theatre Company production of City of Gold as part of
Perth Festival 2022.

Listen to actor Ian Michael, who plays the role of Cliffhanger, speak about this important
Australian play  fuelled by resilience, frustration and what it means to grow up as a black
man in this country. https://www.perthfestival.com.au/events/city-of-gold

I had the immense honour of working on City of Gold as an actor when it first played sold-out
seasons in both Brisbane and Sydney, and I can’t help but be excited about having the opportunity
to direct and witness, what from the inside, felt like one of the most biting pieces of theatre I’d ever
had the privilege of being a part of. 

It’s a show that keeps the audience working, wondering where you will land once the lights go down
on Meyne Wyatt’s thrilling and clever dialogue. This show cuts right to the core of Meyne’s lived
experience as a young Black man in Australia. It’s unrelenting and honest. Shari Sebbens

That subtle form of 21st-century racism is a feeling Wyatt knows all too well from his own personal
experience, and this is evident throughout the show. Tom Zaunmayr, National Indigenous Times.

 

Learn more about context and themes in this informative interview with Meyne
Wyatt for the Natioanl Indigenous Times:

 https://nit.com.au/meyne-wyatts-warts-and-all-city-of-gold-shines-light-on-lived-
injustices

L-R: Meyne Wyatt, Myles Pollard,
Matthew Cooper, Simone Detourbet
and Ian Michael in rehearsal 

Image: Daniel J Grant

https://nit.com.au/meyne-wyatts-warts-and-all-city-of-gold-shines-light-on-lived-injustices/
https://www.perthfestival.com.au/events/city-of-gold
https://nit.com.au/meyne-wyatts-warts-and-all-city-of-gold-shines-light-on-lived-injustices
https://nit.com.au/meyne-wyatts-warts-and-all-city-of-gold-shines-light-on-lived-injustices
https://nit.com.au/meyne-wyatts-warts-and-all-city-of-gold-shines-light-on-lived-injustices
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DIRECTOR                                     
PLAYWRIGHT/PERFORMER                                                    
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR                  
SET & COSTUME DESIGNER         
DESIGN CONSULTANT                   
LIGHTING DESIGNER                     
COMPOSER / SOUND DESIGNER
VOICE COACH
CULTURAL CONSULTANT   
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER

CREATIVES

Shari Sebbens
Meyne Wyatt
Daley Rangi
Tyler Hill           
Zoe Atkinson  
Verity Hampson
Rachael Dease
Julia Moody
Rayma Morrison
Nastassja Norwood 

CAST

CREDITS

Meyne Wyatt
Simone Detourbet
Matthew Cooper
Ian Michael          
Trevor Ryan
Myles Pollard 
St John Cowcher
Zac James

BREYTHE BLACK   
CARINA BLACK           
MATEO BLACK    
CLIFFHANGER               
DAD  
DIRECTOR / SIMMONDS / ACTING COMMANDER
WHITMAN / ANDREWS / REPORTERS
UNDERSTUDY

BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONT'D

L-R: St John Cowcher,
Myles Pollard, Meyne
Wyatt, Ian Michael,
and Simone Detourbet
in Rehearsal

Image: Daniel J Grant



  

Murrnda wiarduMurrnda wiardu

Feather foot medicine manFeather foot medicine man

11

22

Isn't itIsn't it

33

family/tribal groupfamily/tribal group

Breythe the blackBreythe the black

Ear + Nothing = DeafEar + Nothing = Deaf

FoodFood

Evil spiritEvil spirit

Fool / IdiotFool / Idiot

KangarooKangaroo

In Australia there are more than 250 Indigenous languages including 800 dialects.  Each language is
specific to a particular place and people.  Wangkatha, otherwise written Wongatha, Wongutha,
Wankatja, Wongi or Wangai, is a language and the identity of eight Aboriginal Australian peoples of the
Eastern Goldfields region. Below is a language glossary for words contained within the play City of
Gold.

LANGUAGE GLOSSARY

BaluBalu

BathaBatha

BinnaBinna

BarnaBarna

BoodiBoodi

BunnaBunna

DithiDithi

GarnbiGarnbi

Gatda buwaGatda buwa

GoogaGooga

GoondaGoonda

GoolbitGoolbit

GoonaGoona

GoortaGoorta

GuddayullaGuddayulla

GuggeriGuggeri

GurriGurri

GwardaGwarda

Tjintirr-tjintirrTjintirr-tjintirr

NadooNadoo

NglayNglay

NgunthuNgunthu

NhangathaNhangatha

NoodbaNoodba

NunefahNunefah

NunyisNunyis

WadiWadi

WandiWandi

WartaWarta

SadSad

Exclamation: ~ joking, just kiddingExclamation: ~ joking, just kidding

MotherMother

NowNow

"I don't know""I don't know"

Little OneLittle One

Pubic HairsPubic Hairs

Hunting /throwing stickHunting /throwing stick

NoNo

TreeTree

Man

Nothing

Exclamation (like poor thing)

Hard(er), strong, forceful, heavy

People + Don't Do that

People / Mob

Grinding stone or rock

Cold

Yes / Agreement

Wati

Wiardu

Winyarn

Witu Witu

Wongatha wanti ba

Wongi

Yabu

Yulda

Yuwa

He/she/themHe/she/them

Wild / AngryWild / Angry

EarEar

LandLand

PolicePolice

Look OutLook Out

ChildChild

Good / Sweet / niceGood / Sweet / nice

Head + HitHead + Hit

MeatMeat

ShameShame

Grey/Black KangarooGrey/Black Kangaroo

shitshit

BrotherBrother

Head + Nothing = Mad . StupidHead + Nothing = Mad . Stupid

DrunkDrunk

PartnerPartner

Wait / "Wait There"Wait / "Wait There"

Willy Wag TailWilly Wag Tail

Gina Gudbi

Guthu

Gutthara

Inni

Munkurrpba

Mob

Ngago 

Loongu

Mayi

Muma

Munjong

Marlu

Murrnda = Money, Wiardu = Nothing

Murrnda + Wiardu (Money + Nothing) = Broke

Kalgoorlie, karlkurla, meaning “silky pear,” a local plant Kalkula
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City of Gold is set in Kalgoorlie, Australia's largest outback city
located in Wongatha country.
  
During the early 1900s  the Wongutha/Wangkatha were considered
the most fierce"of Aboriginal people in Western Australia, fighting
white settlers who came for the area for gold, which the Wongi
worshipped due to their traditional Tjukurrpa (Dreaming lore). 

Today gold mining remains the principal industry in Kalgoorlie. 

6SYNOPSIS
City of Gold pivots around the central character of Breythe, an Indigenous actor who walks a
cultural tightrope between his career, family obligations and community.

Breythe starts questioning his choices when he finds himself in a culturally inappropriate
television commercial for Australia Day. During filming, a messenger bird appears signalling
the death of his terminally ill father. Breythe returns home to Kalgoorlie facing his family
shattered by pain and violence and the ire of his community,

Alienated from country and lore, tensions between Breythe and his brother Mateo escalate
while Cliffhanger is the victim of racial violence. 

Mateo decides to take matters into his own hands, while Breythe dives into a downward
spiral and Carina tries to hold the family together while staying true to her fight for justice.

Events build and take a shocking turn for Cliffhanger and Breythe as they face a defining
moment of police brutality.

Breythe Black- late 20s to early 30s actor
Carina Black - mid to later 30s activist
Mateo Black - Early to mid-30s recently unemployed
Dad (Byron Black) – Mid 40s and Mid 60s activist and father (a ghost or spirit)
Cliffhanger - Early to mid-20s, cousin (hearing impaired)

SETTING

Welcome…To Galgula. ‘Kalkula’ Kalgoorlie! Home of the silky pear…Paddy Hannana eh. The Irishman.
‘Discovered’ our little township. Deadly. Stealin’ our gold. Breythe Act 2. Sc.2

I love Kalgoorlie, it's home. Wouldn't want to live anywhere else. But sometimes, it can be the biggest hole.
Mateo Act 1. Sc.11

In modern Kalgoorlie, communities are divided. From the goldrush came a growing FIFO culture,  
 with Hay Street officially and openly recognised as the 'red light district' in 1902. 

The Wongi struggle against systemic racism, police brutality, suicide, incarceration, black deaths in
custody, destruction of sacred sites, forced closure of Aboriginal communities, and peaceful protests
escalating amid racial tensions.

KEY CHARACTERS

CYGNET CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 2022  © BLACK SWAN STATE THEATRE COMPANY OF WA



Maybe we can darken you
 up a little. MAKEUP! 
Director, Act 1. Sc 1.

Racism can manifest in a spectrum of passive and active attitudes and behaviours. It can be
reflected through exclusion, indifference to views and experiences, stereotyping, not telling history
of an event, prejudice, and stereotyping.

CYGNET CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 2022  © BLACK SWAN STATE THEATRE COMPANY OF WA
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Analyse the costume design below for the Australia Day Lamb commercial.
Discuss:  tokenism, stereo-typing and cultural inappropriateness.

Image: Tyler Hill

I get we're here to change the hearts and minds on the asylum seeker issue, I love and respect that.
And I get it's an ad, we're s'posed to have a laugh, and the lamb is the star of the show but the
symbolism here's so outta touch with reality. Breythe, Act 1. Sc.1

Data from the Implicit Association Test ( a joint initiative created by Harvard, Yale and the
University of Sydney), found three out of four people hold a negative or implicit bias against
Indigenous Australians.  [Source:https://www.anu.edu.au]

Note: The Australian Implicit Association test is available in the link above, however I would advise
you try it yourself first. Results may be confronting for students. 

RACISM

I wrote about the biggest stain that afflicts this country to this day: racism and my never-ending battle
with it. Meyne Wyatt.

https://www.anu.edu.au/
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Implicit/unconscious bias
Cultural appropriation
Racial profiling
Systemic bias

One in five Australians has experience racism in the last 12 months according to one of the
biggest surveys conducted on prejudice in Australia, commissioned by SBS with the Sydney
University. 

View Is Australia Racist? A one-hour documentary documenting a series of social experiments with hidden
cameras. [https://www.sbs.com.au/ondemand/video/875663427897/is-australia-racist]

Discuss the meaning if the following:

Cliffhanger's words are synonymous with George Floyd's heart-breaking cries captured on witness videos.
George Floyd's death on May 25th, 2020 sparked the largest racial protests across America and around the
world. #Blacklivesmatter.

Five hundred Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have died in custody in Australia in the 30 years
since a royal commission handed down a report aimed at preventing Indigenous deaths in the justice system.

Beyond heartbreaking: 500 Indigenous deaths in custody since 1991 royal commission.
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/dec/06/beyond-heartbreaking-500-indigenous-
deaths-in-custody-since-1991-royal-commission

Learn about the inciting incident which fuels Carina's impassioned speech at the beginning of City of
Gold  - Tragedy after tragedy: Kalgoorlie man convicted of Elijah Doughty's death released after 19
months: https://www.watoday.com.au/national/western-australia/tragedy-after-tragedy-kalgoorlie-man-
convicted-of-elijah-doughty-s-death-released-after-19-months-20180327-p4z6it.html

THEMES CONT'D

I can't breathe! Can't breathe! Cliffhanger, Act 2, Sc.8

Research black deaths in custody and police brutality. Some useful links can be sourced:
 https://www.abc.net.au/news/topic/black-deaths-in-custody

https://www.sbs.com.au/ondemand/video/875663427897/is-australia-racist
https://blacklivesmatter.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/dec/06/beyond-heartbreaking-500-indigenous-deaths-in-custody-since-1991-royal-commission
https://www.abc.net.au/
https://www.abc.net.au/


Ep.2 Topics include gaining control of the narrative through theatre. 
Ep.3 Importance of work which creates visibility, cultural safety and resilience (featuring Meyne Wyatt).

View The Whole Table https://www.sbs.com.au/ondemand/program/the-whole-table
A great starting point is to research projects on the panellists and their contribution to culture and the arts.
Suggested episodes for discussion include:

Students may wish to choose an area of interest to research further and present to the class.

CYGNET CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 2022  © BLACK SWAN STATE THEATRE COMPANY OF WA
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TRUTH TELLING

I have a responsibility. I'm doing this for the community too. Use my platform. Make change. So you can see
something positive. Not for them. For us. So our kids can see hope. Breythe, Act 1. Sc.11

City of Gold has been described as a battle-cry which holds a mirror to Australia and asks it, do you like
what you see?  

Stay the course... Keep doing what you're doing...In this life, no-one's gonna give it to you. Dad, Act 1. Sc. 12

Truth-telling is vital to the process of reconciling Australian history. While we have made some progress
in acknowledging Australia’s complex and painful past, the reverberations of trauma caused by inequality
and social injustice still echo across our nation. There is a truth in this country we must confront as we
move into maturity, the grief of separation and loss, of shame, of deep and unresolved pain. Professor
Judy Atkinson.

Listen to The Value of Deep Listening - The Aboriginal Gift of the Nation: tedxsydney.com

Discuss the importance of truth-telling and deep listening for healing intergenerational trauma. 

TEDx speaker, Professor Judy Atkinson, a Jiman (central West Queensland) and Bundjalung (northern
New South Wales) woman, speaks about intergenerational trauma and the transformative power of deep
listening.

The ground breaking all Indigenous panel show, The Whole Table explores a range of issues that impact
Indigenous people. Hosted by Sydney Theatre Company's  Resident Director and City of Gold director
Shari Sebbens, with panellists from Australia and abroad, this is an excellent source of information, and
discussion topics for teachers to explore with students. 

THEMES CONT'D

View / Discuss Meyne Wyatt's explosive monologue from City of Gold presented on ABC TV's
Q&A: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ys2FTUmOnIg

Getty Images

https://www.sbs.com.au/ondemand/program/the-whole-table
http://tedxsydney.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ys2FTUmOnIg


The traditional social structure of Aboriginal communities reflects a collective, interdependent system which
places great value on social relationships, physical and emotional bonds to country and connecting to the
spirit of their ancestors. [Source: https://aifs.gov.au]. 

Kinship is a complex system which establishes where an individual fits in their community and determines
how they relate to each other, including their responsibilities and obligations in relation to one another, to
ceremonial business and to land. 

Unlike family relations in western society, a child will have many mothers and fathers. For instance, a
woman's child, is often considered to be the child of her sisters, and the same goes for a man and his
brothers. This means that a person’s ‘cousins’ would be considered their brothers and sisters. 

This changes slightly when you look at opposite gendered siblings. In this instance a woman’s brother
would generally be referred to as an Uncle, and a man’s sister would be seen as Aunty. The extension of
family or 'kin' is central to the way culture is organised and passed on.

CYGNET CREATIVE LEARNING RESOURCE 2022  © BLACK SWAN STATE THEATRE COMPANY OF WA
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Learn more about kinship in Indigenous culture, including moeity, skin names and totems: 
 https://australianstogether.org.au/discover/indigenous-culture/kinship
 
Discuss how the system of kinship may intensify intergenerational trauma.

GRIEF

That's grief. You either bury it or live with it. Mateo, Act 1. Sc.11

Breythe, Mateo and Carina struggle with regret and responsibility after their father’s death.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australian’s experiences of loss have multiple dimensions. City of Gold
touches on many of these; loss of identity, culture, kin, health, death linked to abuse and violence, death in
custody/health system and intergenerational trauma.

Following a death, many Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people refer to bereavement as
‘sorry business.’ This is an important period of mourning. Family time is very significant culturally.
Depending on the beliefs of the community and the social status of the deceased person within
the community, mourning may last for days, weeks and even months. [Source:
https://www.commonground.org.au/learn/death-and-sorry-business]

Wongi crying. Throwing themselves on the ground. Aunty Wendy hitting herself in the head with
that yabu. She going to have the biggest headache. Breythe and Carina, Act 2. Sc.6

Research (small group activity) - cultural protocols and ceremonies in sorry business to
share with the class.

An extension of this activity could be to compare/contrast the customs of different cultures for
mourning. This is also a great opportunity to explore cultural similarities and differences
within the classroom.

KIN

That's why our people do stupid shit. They don't know who they are. Don't know lore, culture or respect. Their
spirit is lost. Just like you. Mateo, Act 1. Sc.11

THEMES CONT'D

https://australianstogether.org.au/discover/indigenous-culture/kinship
https://www.commonground.org.au/learn/death-and-sorry-business
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11FORM & STYLE
This play is a contemporary show with predominantly black characters on stage performing to a
mainstream theatre, doing a contemporary story with a black narrative, and we have authorship of that.
Meyne Wyatt, National Indigenous Times.

City of Gold is contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander theatre written in two acts with a non-linear
narrative. The play is mostly set in Contemporary Realism with dream sequences to highlight the symbolism of
character and themes. It is a raw and uncompromising social-political drama with moments of irony and
comedy.

SYMBOLISM

Symbols are threaded throughout City of Gold, including design and music. Australia Day is powerful symbol
within City of Gold, with Bretythe being asked to "darken-up" for an Australia Day lamb commercial filled with
offensive tokenistic stereotypes and shallow symbolism.

After viewing the production (or reading the play) discuss the symbolism of the following elements:

Read Wyatt's view about this controversial day in our national calendar which continues to divide
generations - https://thewest.com.au/news/australia-day/wa-actor-meyne-wyatt-calls-for-
australia-day-to-be-abolished

The day and the nation needs to be abolished. I know that makes some of you s**t yourselves but
abolition addresses structural racism in a definitive way. More than shallow symbolism and tokenistic
gestures, like changing a date or freeing a flag. Meyne Wyatt

What is structural racism? Provide examples.
What  are your views on the Federal Government purchasing the rights to the Aboriginal flag? 

Discuss:

Learn about the history of the flag and what it symbolises -
https://aiatsis.gov.au/explore/aboriginal-flag

The title of the play - City of Gold.
Character name - Cliffhanger.
The symbolism of Dad in the dream sequences and
the killing/skinning of the kangaroo.
The unseen character of Mum.

https://thewest.com.au/news/australia-day/wa-actor-meyne-wyatt-calls-for-australia-day-to-be-abolished
https://aiatsis.gov.au/explore/aboriginal-flag
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DESIGN 

The symbolism of the set being a skeletal structure of a family home.
What mood and emotional response could this design illicit?
Consider the use of space and perspective for blocking and lighting purposes.

Discuss:

Everything that’s been festering in the pit of my stomach, coming up to the surface.
Breythe, Act 1, Sc.11

SET DESIGN

Tyler Hill's design concept was inspired the line of dialogue above. His set design explores the
idea of conservation vs destruction symbolised by a deconstructed 'typical Kalgoorlie' home.

Keeping in mind the demands of touring the production and two different performance spaces, he
has has included a removable back panel to fit Sydney Theatre Company's Wharf Theatre.

The frame (or bones) of the house is exposed and built from black material, with multiple
passages for characters to appear and disappear within. The set is layered with black flyscreen
and contains a perspex roof for extra visibility and to manipulate the seen and unseen through
lighting and costume choices.

City of Gold unapologetically shines the spotlight on our flawed foundations. Artificial light,
equipment and objects surround the skeleton of a modest home. The home is sliced up into multiple
transparent layers, which can be manipulated by light to expose and hide the complexities of the
form. The home is fragile and collapses in the final scene of the play. Tyler Hill

Images: Tyler Hill
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COSTUME DESIGN

Colour palettes are a simple and clear way to group similar characters together, or show
difference between the groups. Identity, status, era and thematic symbolism can be reflected
through costume design. 

There are several rules in making theatrical costume which can be broken by a skilful designer.
and costumier. One is not to use either dead black or white on stage. Black can create a flat
'black hole' or can disappear into the shadows, whereas white can flare and draw the eye.

Images: Tyler Hill

The colour palette.
Ways in which the choices may interact with the set and lighting design (Eg.
shadow, light, contrast).

View / Discuss the costume designs above in terms of:

 Dad's black funeral suit in relationship to the set design, lighting/shadow of dream
sequences. 
Neutral tones for identity/character and the colour palette of the set.
The exposed figure of Officer Andrews.
 Reflectors on police Hi Vis vests.

Discuss the costume designs below: 

DESIGN CONT'D
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POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES

City of Gold explores the relationships between the siblings, as well as broader character relationships. 
 How do these point to significant social concerns?

City of Gold is described as a Battle cry from the front line of Australian identity. 

In what ways is City of Gold a reflection of the experience of Indigenous youth in Australia. 

Discuss key social and political issues explored. How were they were expressed in the play?

What were the pivotal/key moments? What events led to the eventual climax?

Were there any lines that stood out to you? Why? What significance did they have?

Describe the non-linear aspects of the play. How did these impact your understanding of the themes of the
play?

What does Carina mean when she states there has been a cultural genocide?

Which character/s underwent the most change? Why?

What impact did the ending of the play have on you? What do you think happened to the characters after
the dramatic shooting?  How would his siblings and the community react? 

Extend this discussion into a writing/monologue activity exploring the impact of Breythe's death from Carina
or Mateo's point of view. Consider the timeframe in which the events are told (Eg. immediate reaction, a few
weeks, months or years). 

DISCUSSION / ESSAY PROMPTS 

Place ‘strongly agree’ at one end of the room, and ‘strongly disagree’ at the other end. (E.g. I would
describe myself as political, everyone is equal, I believe we should change the date of Australia Day.)

Ask students to place themselves along the line in relation to their answer to a range of the
questions posed.

Question students about why they have placed themselves where they have.

After you have heard a range of responses you could ask if anybody would like to now
change their position on the agreement line and why that is.

The inciting incident that Carina is protesting at the commencement of the play is not seen and
simply spoken about, students might like to explore this through improvisation or by writing a
monologue/scene.

(Group activity) Create key moments from the narrative using tableaux.

Explore themes within the play by setting up an agreement line.

DEVISING PROMPTS
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State the name of the play, playwright, theatre company, venue, director and performers.

What was the main message of the play? 

Describe the themes, symbolism, dramatic structure, style and form of the play.

What important social and political issues were explored. How were they were expressed? 

What was the mood/tone of the play? Did this change as the play progressed? In what ways? How?

Consider the lighting, sound/music, costume, props or any other technical aspects worthy of mention. How did

these elements enhance the mood or tension within the play? Describe any symbolic aspects.

Evaluate the skills of performance.  Were there any lines that stood out to you? Why? What significance did

they have?

What was your favourite character, line/s or elements of the production?

WRITE A REVIEW THE PRODUCTION 

Below is a quick reference guide to writing a theatre review. 
Be specific. Provide details and examples. Include your personal opinion and reaction from audience.

POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES  CONT'D

L-R: Matthew Cooper,
Ian Michael and Trevor
Ryan in Rehearsal

Image: Daniel J Grant
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